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ORDER OF BUSINESS 2018 ANNUAL MEETING
1) Meeting Called to Order........................................................................Charlie Romero, President
2) Pledge of Allegiance..............................................................................Charlie Romero, President
3) Quorum Determination...........................................................................Charlie Romero, President
4) Introduction of Board and Guests..................................................Todd Wickstrom, Vice President
5) Reading Publication Proof of Annual Meeting Notice..................................Susan Pope, Secretary
6) Approval of Last Year’s Minutes................................................................Susan Pope, Secretary
7) Treasurer’s Report......................................................................................Mike Midcap, Treasurer
8) Office Manager’s Report........................................................................Toni Miller, Office Manager
9) Plant Manager’s Report........................................................................Casey Quint, Plant Manager
10) Election Results for Director Positions.............................................Charlie Romero, President
11) Unfinished Business.............................................................................Charlie Romero, President
12) New Business.........................................................................................Charlie Romero, President
13) General Manager’s Report...............................................................Terry Hendrickson, GM/CEO
14) Customer Information & Questions................................................Terry Hendrickson, GM/CEO
15) Adjournment...........................................................................................Charlie Romero, President
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2017 MEETING MINUTES
BLUE LIGHTNING’S
ANNUAL MEETING "BLAST OFF WITH BLUE LIGHTNING"
MARCH 11, 2017
COUNTRY STEAK OUT, FT MORGAN, CO
“Blast off with Blue Lightning” was the The second door prize drawing was held by
theme for our membership meeting, lunch directors Mary Sachs and Charlie Romero.
was served at noon. Blast Off Bingo was
enjoyed before the Annual Meeting began. Toni Miller, Office Manager, gave the financial report which was handed out to those
President Charlie Romero called the meet- attending today’s meeting. She stated Keising to order at 1pm and welcomed all at- ling and Associates audited Blue Lightning.
tending. Romero led the membership in The report is consolidated to include our
the Pledge of Allegiance. It was determined subsidiary, Northern Colorado Communicathat with the good turnout and the num- tions, LLC, and WTA, d.b.a. Blue Lightning. It
ber of ballots returned there was a quorum. was a very good year, total revenues were
$5.9 million and expenses were $4.9 million
Vice President Todd Wickstrom introduced leaving $1 million gross income. Net margins
the Board of Directors and special guests in were 2,504,931 due to the sale of our Eastern
the audience, Robert Hill, past Board member Colorado Wireless holdings of $1.7 million.
of WTA, and Ron Seiler, President of NCC, LLC,
(our subsidiary company), were recognized. Casey Quint, Plant Manager, gave an overview of the outside plant activities. The
General Manager, Terry Hendrickson, intro- outside plant staff did 3518 service orduced the staff and thanked everyone for ders in 2016. We have 1536 access lines,
attending.
we have 1065 Blue Lightning Internet customers. Our Weldon Valley customer base
Secretary, Susan Pope read Proof of Publi- continues to grow, we have 305 access
cation of Annual Meeting Notice.
lines and 279 Blue Lightning Internet subscribers there. Our Skitter TV offering has
The minutes of the 2016 Annual Meeting grown to 190 customers. Casey reported
were presented to all members, President there are a lot of new home sites in our
Romero asked for a motion to approve the territory, so our growth should continue.
2016 minutes. Steve Bruntz moved and Kevin Hahn seconded the motion to approve Casey explained to the audience about
the minutes as written. Motion passed. malware viruses on computers, reminded
everyone to back up their computers, and
The first drawing for door prizes was held to be sure to recognize email addresses beby Directors Mike Midcap and Brian Hill. fore opening files. He also detailed our new
$10/month Blue Router & Support plan,
Treasurer, Mike Midcap, gave the Treasurer’s Wi-Fi issues, and the multitude of smart
report for 2016. Gail Kreiger moved, and devices available to run over Blue LightBarb Chilcote seconded a motion to ap- ning’s network. Casey praised all of the outprove the Treasurer’s report. Motion Passed. side plant personnel for a superb job done.
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Drawing 3 was held for door prizes by Direc- • Gave a regulatory, PUC, and FCC update.
tors Steve Kugler and Susan Pope.
• Reported on housing developments in the
Bill Ruh, Chairman of Nominating Commit- area and the potential for Blue lightning
tee, read the minutes of the Nominating growth.
Committee. Steve Kugler and Todd Wickstrom were nominated. Nominees ran un- Terry concluded by stating, “we are not my
opposed so Romero asked for a motion to Father’s telephone company anymore,” and
unanimously elect the committee’s recom- asked for questions from the audience. There
mendations. Mike Chalk moved and Dar- were none.
rell Kanzler seconded to cast a unanimous
ballot for Kugler and Wickstrom to each Drawing 4 was held by Directors Wickstrom
serve another 3 year term. Motion passed. and Midcap.
President Romero asked if there was
any unfinished business, there was none. Grand prize drawing of $1000 was held with
David and Donna Reedy drawn first, they
President Romero asked for any new busi- weren’t present. Frank & Lana Burke were
ness, there was none.
drawn next, they were not present either,
so the grand prize will be $1100 next year.
General Manager Hendrickson gave the Managers’ report. He thanked the staff and Board President Romero thanked everyone for atof Directors and introduced his wife and chil- tending and reminded members to pick up
dren. Activity in 2016:
capital credit checks before leaving. Meeting
• WTA has assets totaling $24.9 mil- adjourned 2:00 pm.
lion now up from $4.87 million in 2007.
• $2,504931 net income, ($1.7 mill came from
the sale of ECW as the wireless won’t work
for WTA) in 2016, up from $129,372 in 2011.
• RUS loan balance for Fiber to the Home,
FTTH upgrade is $9.9 million, beginning
loan balance was $18.3million, $8.4 million
has been paid on the loan, and $5.8 million
has been prepaid earning 5% interest.
• Weldona customers have increased by 21%,
Skitter TV customers have increased 160% and
we enjoyed a 3% access line increase overall.
• Terry explained CCT, our backhaul association, is in the black and had a 33% increase
in net income.
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WORLD-CLASS NETWORK
VOICE

BLUE LIGHTNING REGULATED
LANDLINE GROWTH

Blue Lightning, formerly Wiggins Telephone, has been providing local telephone service as an independent phone
cooperative since 1951. While recent
years have brought new and innovative
developments in technology, the benefits of having a landline are alive and well.
With our affordable phone service, you
can count on:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accessibility
Reliability
Security
Comfort
Low Cost
Capital Credits Benefits

BROADBAND
Blue
Lightning
Broadband
was
launched in 2008, providing Internet
services over a state-of-the-art fiber optic network. This has positioned the cooperative for several successful growth
opportunities over the last decade:
• Fastest
Internet
provider
in
Wiggins, CO and surrounding areas
• Among the fastest providers in the
entire state of Colorado
• The only Internet provider in the
area to provide Fiber-to-the-Home
(FTTH) experience
• As of 2016, Blue Lightning’s network
is Gig-Certified, meaning we’re capable of download speeds up to 1
GIG (1000 MBPS)
We plan to continue to deliver the “Blue
Lightning Difference” to our customers for many more decades to come!
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Despite the industry trend of year-overyear declines in landline phone usage,
Blue Lightning saw a 2.1% increase in
access lines during 2017. As a member-owned cooperative, we are very
excited to be able to continue to grow
in ways that pay off for our members!

BLUE LIGHTNING INTERNET USERS

Blue Lightning saw a 6.8% increase in
new Internet subscribers over the last
year. In addition to the increase in number of customers, we’ve also noticed an
increase in subscribers’ data consumption. As such, Blue Lightning made significant network improvements during
2017 to handle the new demand.

SERVICES AND STATS
SKITTERTV
Want to experience the next generation in TV? Skitter TV, available
through Blue Lightning, brings you
the latest and greatest in television
technology. Skitter TV is transmitted
over the same state-of-the-art fiber
optic connection as Blue Lightning’s
Internet service and the result is a
crystal-clear picture with enhanced
reliability over satellite TV providers.

IT & TECH SERVICES
Blue Lightning is more than just great
phone and Internet! We like to think of
ourselves as a one-stop shop for all things
IT. We teach computer classes which
provide advice and support for any level of user and our IT staff can help you:
• Purchase a new PC
• Run diagnostics on and repair your
current PC
• Perform an online back-up
• Install new software
Additionally, Blue Lightning has recently deployed new equipment
to create a better network experience and quality Wi-Fi connectivity
for our users. Paired with our unique
“Blue Lightning Connectivity Solutions”, our customers can be fully supported in their use of our network.

CONSUMER DATA USAGE TRENDS
BLUE LIGHTNING USERS’ FAVORITE
APPLICATION BY USAGE

63%

Global smartphone data
consumption grew by
63% in one year’s time.

By 2021, the predicted
number of connected
devices per consumer in
North America is 13, up
from 8 last year.

429

million
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There were 429 million
mobile devices and connections added to the
Internet in the last year.

On a single day in January 2017, Netflix users set
the record for streaming
250 million hours of movies and TV content.

250

million
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LOCAL SUPPORT

General Manager/CEO:
Terry Hendrickson
1976-2018

Office Manager:
Toni Miller, CPA
2015-2018

Outside Plant
Technician:
Dana Sharp
2007-2018

Outside Plant
Technician:
Roger Peck
2009-2018
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Plant Manager:
Casey Quint
2001-2018

Central Office
Technician:
Cody Bruntz
2008-2018

Accounting:
Jayne McAden
2010-2018

THE BLUE LIGHTNING TEAM

Outside Plant
Technician:
Allen Scott
2010-2018

Customer
Service:
Lynne Miller
2011-2018

Marketing:
Jessica Warden-Leon
2014-2018

Customer
Service:
Andrea Vigil
2015-2018

Customer
Service &
Accounting:
Brandy Ishida
2016-2018

Outside Plant
Technician:
Kelby Lutter
2016-2018
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LOCAL SUPPORT
SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS
Every year, Blue Lightning sponsors a $1,000 academic scholarship for each of the schools within
our service area, including Wiggins HS, Briggsdale HS, Pawnee HS, Prarie HS, and Weldon Valley
HS. The students apply through their school and the school notifies us of their selected applicant.
We also provide an opportunity for any homeschool student residing in our service area to apply
directly to the co-op. In 2017, the following students were awarded Blue Lightning’s scholarship:
1) Connor Kaufman, Wiggins HS
2) Tyler Thormodsgard, Briggsdale HS
3) Bryce Schnug, Pawnee HS
4) Madison Pollart, Prairie HS
5) Adam Parchini, Weldon Valley HS
We did not receive any applications from
home school students in 2017.

COAT AND FOOD DRIVE
Blue Lightning hosted the Wiggins High School FFA Chapter’s winter coat and canned-food
drive in February 2017. All donations went to benefit the local Morgan County charity, Rising Up.
Rising Up is the charitable organization operating out of Fort Morgan, devoted to helping
the community’s homeless and hungry neighbors by empowering them, helping them transform their situations, and assisting them as they rebuild their lives. They utilize innovative
solutions to provide food and shelter
to hungry and homeless neighbors.
As a local community-first cooperative, Blue Lightning was proud to
support Rising Up programs. Their
many opportunities include a Client Choice Food Pantry; a Warming Center that provides overnight
shelter during the cold months;
a Day Center where they provide
meals and services to our homeless neighbors which are designed
to help our homeless neighbors
secure housing and move their
lives forward in a positive direction.
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2017 LOCAL SPONSORSHIP EFFORTS
WIGGINS STAKEHOLDERS GROUP & WIGGINS COMMUNITY FUND
The communities in our service area are home to many civic-minded people and organizations that love to get involved in projects that better our community. Bearing that in mind,
Blue Lightning was excited to support the Wiggins Community Fund during 2017. The Wiggins
Community Fund was established by the Wiggins Stakeholders Group to develop and execute
projects that enrich the community, while giving those that have a heart for Wiggins a system
for making donations that have lasting impact. Until it was established, the community members did not have a means to donate to projects in a way that allowed them a voice in the
kinds of projects that are to be completed while reaping the tax benefits for their donations.
During the year, Blue Lightning was able to participate in the Community Fund’s kick-off efforts, donating prizes and in-kind donations for their public relations efforts. Our cooperative looks forward to seeing
what projects the Wiggins Community Fund takes
on, and will continue to have active representation
in the Wiggins Stakeholders Group for years to come.

RELAY FOR LIFE
Every June, Blue Lightning participates in the Morgan County Relay for Life event. In 2017, Blue
Lightning for the Cure, a team comprised of Blue Lightning employees and their families, raised over $1,600
for this year’s cancer-fighting event. The “Calling All
Superheroes” theme was met with great enthusiasm,
with many participants dressed in superhero garb
while walking non-stop around the American Legion
field in Fort Morgan for the six-hour event on June 10th.
Overall, the 2017 event had 29 teams and over 400
people turned-out, raising over $65,000 for the
American Cancer Society. Morgan County’s event
was one of the most successful fundraisers in the
entire state. The relay participants were there to
honor family and friends who have been impacted
by all types of cancer, with many people lighting luminarias for
their loved ones. The evening’s activities concluded with a brilliant
fireworks show that was sponsored by a local general contractor.
If you’d like to find out more info on how to get involved, please visit
relay.acsevents.org.
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SIMPLE PROCESSES

2017 BALANCE SHEET
December 31, 2017 & 2016
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2017 FINANCIAL SNAPSHOT
2017 STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS
Years Ended December 31, 2017 & 2016
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SIMPLE PROCESSES
BLUE LIGHTNING EXPERIENCE BUNDLES

During 2017, Blue Lightning officially launched our brand new Experience Bundles!
Each package has been designed with the user in mind and we have something for
everyone!
ARE YOU A BUDGET-CONSCIOUS SHOPPER WITH A ONE-TO-TWO-USER HOUSEHOLD?
The Blue Lightning team invites you to enjoy our Savers & Empty Nesters package.
Boasting unlimited local calling and 15 Mbps, this new starter package more than doubles the bandwidth of our existing base package.
DO YOU HAVE A FAMILY THAT PLACES HEAVY DEMANDS ON THE NETWORK FROM MULTIPLE
DEVICES?
We'd like to offer you a chance to connect on our Family Pack, with speeds starting at
30 Mbps, custom parental control settings, and the ability to double your bandwidth for
only $10 more.
DO THE USERS IN YOUR HOME HAVE 5+ DEVICES CONNECTED AT ONE TIME, LIKE STREAMING IN
4K, OR PLAYING THE LATEST ONLINE GAMES?
Blue Lightning wants you to stream and game to your heart's content with no slow downs on our new Gamers & Streamers package. Starting at 60 Mpbs, each user can binge-watch their favorite
series on Netflix or play the latest game . With optimal connectivity solution add-ons,
your connection will be super fast and reliable!
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CAPITAL CREDITS SIMPLIFIED
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FORWARD-THINKING
PROVIDER
NETWORK UPGRADES
Colorado Communications Transport, (CCT),
is a backhaul consortium comprised of
ten independent phone companies in the
northeast corner of the state and a regional network provider, Zayo Bandwidth. Operational since 2010, the ring infrastructure
that makes up CCT’s network connects each
company’s fiber optic network to the other.
CCT’s network also provides those founding companies and their communities the
ability to connect to the global Internet via
a 750-mile fully fiber optic network with
99.999% uptime.
Now after eight years of operation, the trends
at both the end-user and aggregate levels
show that data consumption is steadily on
the rise. As a result, CCT is actively preparing its network infrastructure for continued
growth in demand. In the summer of 2017,
CCT completed a network-wide overhaul,
adding new equipment at each of the 11
sites and upgrading the core router that is located at CCT’s server site in Denver, CO.
With the infrastructure upgrades, CCT will now be able to provide greater bandwidth
capacity to all of its member companies, including Blue Lightning.
In addition to infrastructure upgrades, CCT recently partnered with
Netflix, signing on for a 10 gigabit direct connection to Netflix’s servers in
Denver. With this direct connection,
CCT has basically created an express
lane for all of the Netflix content
that is streamed on any one of CCT’s
member companies’ networks. The
separation of Netflix traffic from the
rest of the internet traffic helps Blue
Lightning’s customers by increasing
the efficiency, quality and speed of
the video content delivery in their
home.
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REGULATORY LOBBYING EFFORTS
Advocating on behalf of rural Colorado and its telecommunication needs is all in a
days work for CEO & General Manager, Terry Hendrickson. When legislators come
knocking, Hendrickson is there presenting the story of our cooperative and the
members it serves, explaining why legislator-support of rural living is so crucial.
In a visit to the Blue Lightning office during August 2017, Congressman Ken Buck heard
remarks from a handful of General Managers from phone and Internet providers from all
across the eastern region of the state. They each echoed a similar story: The companies that
serve the rural areas in Colorado face constant battles of inequity in broadband services and
the funding that is necessary to break down that inequity is ever on the chopping block.
Recent reforms to the Universal Service Fund (USF) -- a fund that makes equitable telecommunications services possible for areas like the ones Blue Lightning serves -- have:
1) Threatened the ability for rural providers to continue developing new service areas
2) Have created hurdles for maintaining operations on existing infrastructure
For years, providers like Blue Lightning have been part of a movement to bring fiber connectivity to rural areas, which has been a priority in Washington D.C. for the last several
years. However, after these providers made commitments and built-out their networks,
the funding that made it possible to build a business case for these networks has started to
dissipate at the hands of the commissioners at the Federal Communications Commission.
The purpose of Congressman Buck’s visit to Blue Lightning, and Hendrickson’s subsequent visits to Washington D.C., have been to find a solution to the issues faced
by the rural providers. While progress to date has been slow-moving, there has
been progress at the FCC nonetheless. New reforms are meant to “right-size” the
fund and help companies like Blue Lightning continue to thrive in the future.
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LETTER FROM TERRY HENDRICKSON,
GENERAL MANAGER & CEO
Dear Members and Friends,
I am pleased to welcome you to the 2018 Annual Meeting as we work to “Cultivate the
Future” here at Blue Lightning. The past year has been very busy and productive across all
of Blue Lightning operations.
The company continues to grow access lines, bucking national industry trends. In 2017 the
company’s access lines increased by 2.1%, Blue Lightning internet customers increased
by 6.8%, video subscribers increased by 21% before tailing off at the end of the year. Our
competitive operations in the Weldon Valley area saw an increase in access lines of 4.2%
with Blue Lightning internet increasing 5.3%. All indicators of a busy, productive year.
Our financial numbers, while not as strong as the past few years, still maintained a positive margin for 2017 of $209,129. The reforms implemented by the FCC in 2016 had a
significant negative impact to the company’s federal Universal Service Support. However,
we were still able to reduce our long-term debt by $1.4 million thru regular and advanced
payments, down to a net of $8.55 million. In March 2017, the Board authorized the retirement of $418,131 of Capital Credits to our members and we’ll be retiring an additional
$390,524 this afternoon. Our non-regulated subsidiary, Northern Colorado Communications, LLC (NCC), continues to grow its financials due to the strength of our broadband internet and special circuit sales. NCC’s operations actually account for the bulk of the 2017
margin, evidence of the company relying less on the federal support dollars and more on
local operations.
To protect and enhance the future of our federal support levels we continued to “Cultivate”
relationships with our elected representatives. Two trips were made back to Washington,
DC to meet with our Congressional Representatives and their staff to discuss rural providers need for continued support. In August we hosted a meeting with Representative Ken
Buck at our office and were invited to join Rep. Buck back in DC to meet with the FCC.
Three northeast Colorado companies met with lead staff at the FCC to have a detailed
conversation regarding the negative impact of FCC reforms. Currently, we are waiting for
the imminent release of an Order from the FCC directly addressing the funding shortfalls
of the rural industry. It pays to stay in touch and communicate directly with the decision
makers that impact our company!
At the local level, Blue Lightning continues to “Cultivate the Future” in our communities.
In addition to providing our schools with best in class broadband, we participate in various fund-raising projects and community organizations. We continue to explore opportunities for new projects to create growth, not just in our company but to bring new jobs
and economic growth to the area.
I hope each of you come along with us as Blue Lightning continues to “Cultivate the Future”, whether it be through our new Experience Upgrades, new technologies or upgrading to our new devices that bring increased levels of service and support for your homes
and businesses. The future we’ll experience will no doubt depend on the most robust and
reliable communications possible, in other words, the Blue Lightning Experience.
Sincerely,
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NOTES
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